
calling all humanity



  

“We are confronted with the fierce urgency of now.  
In this unfolding conundrum of life and history there is 
such a thing as being too late…. Over the bleached bones 
and jumbled residue of numerous civilizations are written 
the pathetic words: “Too late.” 

  Martin Luther King



  

Imagine a voice...
Coming not from one or a few, but from humanity.

Speaking in many languages on thousands of channels.
Reaching people throughout the world.

A voice so forthright and clear,
that the world comprehends the real and urgent perils facing humanity and nature.

 
A voice so innovative and constructive,

that the world welcomes new and extraordinary solutions to overcome universal challenges.
 

A voice so hopeful and compelling,
that the world embraces a common and promising vision for our future.

 
A voice so inspiring and conscientious, 

that the world acts for the benefit and betterment of everyone and everything.
 

A voice so engaging and connecting,
that the world works together to transform a degenerating planet into a healthy  

world — secure, equitable, sustaining and good.
 

This is the voice of World Transforming Initiatives
Using the power of creative media to express humanity’s best wisdom and science.

And call on billions worldwide to take the essential path to our survival and fulfillment.
 

Join with us to say what the world needs to hear:

We must, we can, and we will create a better future.



 “It may seem difficult to believe that a simple culture in the 
Himalaya has anything to teach our industrialized society. 
But our search for a future that works keeps spiraling back  
to an ancient connection between ourselves and the earth, 
an interconnectedness and Oneness that ancient  
cultures have never abandoned.”  

  Helena Norberg-Hodge 



Our Vision
We see a future where most news is hopeful, not 
heartbreaking; a future where humans respect and 
protect each other and nature. We see our children 
and grandchildren leading safe and happy lives in  
an ethical, caring, sustainable world. 

Our Mission 
Our mission is to accelerate constructive global 
transformation through catalyzing a paradigm shift in 
global consciousness and action. To do this we will 
create inspiring films, books and webcasts that show 
why a sustainable future is not only necessary and 
possible, but attractive and practical. 

The Global Challenge
We believe that rapid global transformation is 
possible because everyone loves their children and 
wants them to lead safe and prosperous lives—lives 
not threatened by runaway climate change and 
growing resource shortages. We believe that most 
people will support constructive change once they 
understand that it is possible to create a better, 
sustainable future. We believe that we can inspire 
people to transform their lives and the world through 
spreading messages that combine passion, vision 
and hope with practical solutions.

Our Essential Contribution 
Although humanity has the knowledge and resources 
to create a sustainable world, the vision and political 
will to change is lacking. Our media productions 
will help fill this gap. We will catalyze change with 
a positive vision of a just, sustainable, peaceful, 
and abundant world, and empower action through 
explaining humanity’s best ideas and holistic 
solutions. Our species has learned how to design 
and operate safe planes and spacecraft—we will 
show how the same proactive design and mission 
assurance methods can be used to create a safe 
climate and a safe future. 

Our Focus
Our team combines expert (whole-systems) 
knowledge of global problems and solutions with 
exceptional international media production and 
distribution capabilities. These unique capabilities 
allow us to create compelling transformational 
messages that will be seen by hundreds of millions 
of people around the world. Our positive, passionate 
messages will explain that there is hope, that there 
are solutions, and that everyone’s help is urgently 
needed to create a sustainable world. 



Some
members  
of our  
diverse 
Advisory 
Board

Mirian Vilela (Brazil/Costa Rica) 
Executive Director, Earth Charter 
International

Michael Williams (Australia)  
Senior Australian Aboriginal;  
former broadcaster and educator

Dr. Ashok Khosla (India)
President, International Union for the 
Conservation of Nature

Dr. Liubov Gordina (Russia)  
President, Noosphere  
Spiritual-Ecological World Assembly

Michael Grabner (Austria)  
Founder of Rocket Media  
Communications

Assistant Professor Maria Ivanova  
(Bulgaria/USA) Director, Global  
Environmental Governance Project,  
Yale University

Yvonne Maingey (Kenya)
Masters Student in Environmental 
Policy, NYU; Former TUNZA UNEP  
Advisor for Africa

Dr. Bremley Lyngdoh (India) 
Co-founder of the Global Youth  
Action Network

Dean C.S. Kiang (China)  
College of Environmental Sciences, 
Beijing University

Professor Franz Josef  
Radermacher (Germany)  
President,  
Global Economic Network

Jack Jacometti (Netherlands/UK) 
Special Advisor & former VP,  
Royal Dutch Shell

Jennifer Corriero (Canada) 
Co-Founder & Executive Director of 
TakingITGlobal

Dr. Mary Evelyn Tucker (USA) 
Senior Scholar in ecology, religion 
and Asian Studies at Yale and Harvard

Dr. Margaret Wheatley (United States)  
President Emerita,  
The Berkana Institute



Assistant Professor Maria Ivanova  
(Bulgaria/USA) Director, Global  
Environmental Governance Project,  
Yale University

Our Story
World Transforming Initiatives (WTI) was created 
in 2008 by a consortium of non-governmental 
organizations concerned about the deteriorating  
environmental and social health of our planet.

The founding conference was organized by:

Dr. Ashok Khosla (President of the Club of Rome)  
Luis Alberto Cordero (Director General of the  
Arias Foundation)  
Dr. Deepak Chopra (President of the Alliance for  
a New Humanity)  
with the assistance of  
Sesto Giovanni Castagnoli (President of WSF 
World Spirit Forum) 

In 2009 the decision was made to develop a full-time 
project to support constructive global transformation. 
We are now applying for funding to enable us to 
carry out this important work. 

Our Proposition 
World Transforming Initiatives is a unique 
organization with exceptional abilities—not only a 
clear understanding of what needs to be done to 
create a sustainable future, but also the professional 
skills and practical resources needed to catalyze 
change. 

Our organisation will be staffed by international 
experts: award-winning writers and filmmakers who 
combine a deep knowledge of global issues with 
high artistic skills; and extraordinarily experienced 
and well-connected civil society organizers, 
facilitators and educators. 

The Core Team is supported by an Advisory Board 
composed of high-profile leaders and experts from 
five continents. Collectively we have the credibility, 
contacts and capacity to access and engage top civil 
society, business and government leaders around 
the world.



“You are not Atlas  
carrying the world  
on your shoulder. It  
is good to remember  
that the planet is  
carrying you.”

 Vandana Shiva



Our Approach
Our work is supported by a sophisticated 
combination of views and abilities:

Thinking systemically
To solve complex global problems, we need to 
simultaneously manage interacting ethical, cultural, 
economic, technological and environmental issues. 
WTI uses a proactive, whole-systems approach that 
starts with determining the essential requirements for 
sustainable outcomes and then backcasts to design 
viable solutions.

Building bridges
We agree with Einstein that problems cannot be 
solved at the level at which they were created. 
We look for areas of common interest that enable 
conflicting groups to transcend their differences and 
work together for mutually beneficial goals. We will 
support this with resources that facilitate principled 
dialogue, best practices and agreement-building.

Connecting leading individuals and organizations
We believe that the quickest way to change global 
consciousness is to mobilize a critical mass of 
credible leaders and organizations around a 

common, constructive vision of a better world. This is 
a realistic goal: our Core Team and Advisors already 
have the networks to contact and engage top civil 
society, business and political leaders in every major 
country in the world.

Creating positive messages
In order for individuals, businesses and governments 
to change their unsustainable behaviours, they 
must know that better alternatives exist. WTI has 
unique media capabilities: the ability to both create 
transformational media and cheaply distribute them 
around the world. 

Valuing diversity
The world is too big and too diverse to follow one 
view or belong in one organization. We recognize 
that every worldview and culture has value, and that 
diversity is a requirement for systemic resilience and 
health. Instead of trying to merge different views 
and organizations, we seek to align diverse groups 
around common constructive goals. For this reason 
WTI consciously seeks advisors and staff from 
different worldviews, countries, genders, generations, 
occupations and interest groups.



 “You never change things by fighting  
the existing reality. To change something, 
build a new model that makes the  
existing model obsolete.”  

   Buckminster Fuller 



compelling narratives to increase awareness  
of global problems and solutions and mobilize 
support for constructive change;

a holistic vision to create alignment around  
shared interests and goals; 

processes to encourage diverse organizations  
with similar goals to reach principled agreement  
on policies and develop practical cooperation; 

a comprehensive guide to practical action 
summarizing viable, sustainable methods  
for solving the world’s major problems;

resources to support education,  
empowerment and self-organization.

Our Projects
Our work will focus on developing a series of 
interlinked books, films and resources explaining 
why humanity must, can and will create a 
sustainable future. The individual projects are 
outlined in our 30-page WTI Funding Proposal 
(along with additional information on our strategy, 
staff and advisors, networks, work plan and budget).

Our Extraordinary Capabilities
Through a global film network we have the capacity to 
film simultaneously in over 40 countries using very high 
calibre local experts. This allows us to express not a 
western voice but a truly global voice. We also have an 
exceptional international television distribution system 
that reaches 194 countries on 6 continents. We can 
further leverage our messages through powerful web 
campaigns, viral videos, and social media networks. 
The result: an effective method to build the critical 
mass required for transformation. 

Our Power to AMPLIFY!!!
Our products are excellent investments because our 
distribution network enables us to get ideas out into 
the world relatively cheaply—it gives us up to 50X the 
equivalent media value. For example for $2 million 
euros we can achieve $100 Million euros of  
PROVEN AND TRACKABLE media exposure!

Our Strategy
We, the World Transforming Initiatives, will use our 
unique expertise, media capabilities and international 
networks to create and distribute:



          

“Never forget the power of truth, hope 
and vision; the wisdom and courage 
of common people; and the inexorable 
force of human evolution.”  

  Graeme Taylor, Award-winning Author, WTI Narrative Editor



          

Join With Us!

This is the most critical decade in the history of our species.  

URGENT action is needed to create profound change. 

World Transforming Initiatives is  

the right organization and network;  

at the right time; 

with the right capabilities 

to create transformational media  

and catalyze global change. 

Please give us your active support.
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For further information, and/or to obtain a copy of our 
Funding Proposal, please contact:

Sesto Giovanni Castagnoli
Chair Core Team

WTI World Transforming Initiatives
Rosengasse 7

CH-8022 Zürich
phone: +41 (0)43 – 205 21 82

fax: +41 (0)43 – 205 21 83
e-mail: scastagnoli@worldtransforminginitiatives.org

Sesto Giovanni Castagnoli 
(Switzerland) 
Chair
International entrepreneur 
and spiritual bridge builder

Malcom Carter (Canada)  
Film production 
Award-winning film 
producer 

Salomeh Dastyari 
(Australia/Iran) 
Organisational Development 
International consultant, 
facilitator, speaker  
and coach

Drew Dellinger (USA)
Scriptwriting 
International speaker and 
award-winning spoken 
word poet

Dr. Graeme Taylor 
(Canada/Australia)
Narrative development 
Lecturer, speaker and 
award-winning writer

Rosa Mabel Toribio H. 
(Peru)
Research coordinator
Youth organizer and 
educator

Rob Wheeler (USA)  
Process/content development
UN NGO representative  
and international civil  
society organizer

calling all humanity


